An unusual variant of fracture through the capitate bone--a case report.
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A 31-year-old right-handed man had a hyperextension trauma to the right wrist when he fell off a motorbike in July 1999. Initial plain radiographs were normal. Since a scaphoid fracture was suspected, a cast was applied. After 2.5 weeks, new plain radiographs with special projection of the scaphoid again showed no fracture; he still had wrist pain, but returned to ordinary work.

The patient was referred to our department in September 1999 due to persistent pain. The range of wrist motion, including pro- and supination, was normal. He had slight pain on palpation around the scaphoid, but no definite pain in the snuff box. Watson’s test, LT-test and Lichtman’s test were all negative. No signs of median nerve compression were found. A bone scintigram (Figure 1) showed increased uptake at the site of the capitate bone with an intensity reminiscent of a fracture. MRI of the right wrist in November 1999 showed slight edema in the bone marrow of the capitate and dorsal to the bone and a fracture in the capitate bone that divided the bone into a ventral and a dorsal portion, but no dislocation of the fracture (Figure 2). The patient was given a splint. On a follow-up with computed tomography (CT) of the right wrist and plain radiographs in March 2000 (Figure 3), he had slight sclerosis in the middle of
the capitate (plain radiograph), but both investigations showed that the fracture had healed without dislocation. The cartilage in the right wrist had a normal appearance. At a second follow-up in May 2000, the patient had normal motion, good grip strength and no pain.

Discussion

An isolated capitate fracture creating a volar and a dorsal segment of the capitate without dislocation is rare (Adler and Shaftan 1962, Kuderna 1986, Albertsen et al. 1999). Isolated capitate fractures comprise up to 1.3% of carpal fractures (Rand et al. 1982). They may be underdiagnosed because little, if any, dislocation of the fracture segments may occur due to fixation by the intracarpal ligaments (Calandruccio and Duncan 1999). Various mechanisms of such an injury to the capitate bone have been described, including a fall on an outstretched hand which results in forced extension of the ulnar deviated or neutrally-positioned wrist (Fenton and Rosen 1950, Adler and Shaftan 1962). In our patient, two plain radiographic examinations showed no fracture, which is common in cases of an isolated capitate fracture (Albertsen et al. 1999, Calandruccio and Duncan 1999). However, MRI, CT, and bone scans are useful for diagnosing isolated wrist fractures (Hopkins and Ammann 1990, Albertsen et al. 1999, Bretlau et al. 1999, Calandruccio and Duncan 1999, Rayan 1994, Schick et al. 1999). Albertsen et al. (1999) described a similar fracture, but that fracture was seen even on the plain radiograph. However, they gave no information about the follow-up. In the report of Kuderna (1986), an oblique dorsal fracture was combined with dorsal displacement of the third metacarpal bone. Such a dislocation is common in patients with fracture-dislocations of the fourth and fifth metacarpal bones together with a hamate fracture of varying severity.

Our patient had persistent pain which later disappeared and the follow-up with CT showed that the fracture had healed. Persistent pain in the wrist can be caused by an occult capitate fracture which does not heal. Nonunion (pseudarthrosis) of an isolated capitate fracture is rare (Rayan 1994, Rico et al. 1999) and may require surgery with use of a cancellous bone graft (Rico et al. 1999).

Posttraumatic carpal arthrosis may occur late after capitate fractures (Rand et al. 1982). So far our patient has shown no signs of posttraumatic carpal arthrosis, but we plan to follow him for a long time.